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PARACOMPACTNESS AND ELASTIC SPACES

HISAHIRO TAMAÑO1 AND J. E. VAUGHAN

Abstract. This paper gives a characterization of paracompact-

ness, and introduces the notion of an elastic space which general-

izes the concept of a stratifiable (in particular, metric) space.

1. Introduction. In this note we shall give a characterization of

paracompactness which is formally weaker than our previous char-

acterizations [4, Theorem 2], [5, Theorem 3], [6, Theorem l] con-

cerning linearly cushioned refinements. Furthermore, we shall define

a new generalization of metric spaces and stratifiable spaces, called

"elastic spaces," by introducing the notion of an "elastic base."

Definition 1. Let It be a collection of subsets of a set X, and let

(ft be a relation on It (i.e., (RCltXIt). We shall often write UGlV

instead of ( U, V) E 0"L The relation (ft is said to be a framed relation

on 11 (or a framing of It) provided for every U, FGlf, if Ur\V?i0,

then USi V or F (ft U. We say (ft is a well-framed relation on It provided

(ft is a framing of 11 and for every xEX, there exists an (ft-smallest

c7IGcUcontainingx(i.e.,ifxGZ7, f/Gll, and U¿¿ Ux,then iU, UX)E(R).

Definition 2. A collection 11 is said to be framed in a collection V

with frame map f: 11—»*U. provided there exists a framed relation (ft on

11 such that for every subcollection It'CU which has an (ft-upper

bound (i.e., there exists £/Glt so that U'GlU for every C/'Glt') we

have cl(Ull')CU/(1t'). If in addition (ft is a well-framed relation on

It, we say that It is well-framed in V. Finally, if It is framed in V and

(ft is also a transitive relation, then 11 is called elastic in V, or an elastic

refinement of V when It and V are covers of X.

Theorem 1. Let X be a regular space. A necessary and sufficient

condition that X be paracompact is that every open cover of X have an

open elastic refinement.

2. Proof of Theorem 1. The proof follows from the next two

lemmas.
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Lemma 1. Let X be a regular space. A necessary and sufficient condi-

tion for X to be paracompact is for every open cover of X to have an open

refinement which is well-framed in it.

Proof. We shall prove the sufficiency. The proof is similar to that

of Theorem 1 in [ó]. Let V be an open cover of X. Let 11 be an open

refinement of V which is well-framed in V with respect to the well-

framed relation 01 on 11 and frame map /¡It—>U. Let HV=U —

\J { U'E^: U'&U and U'^U}, and 3C= {Hv: Z/Gll}. We now show
that X is a cushioned refinement of V with cushion map g:3C—>V

defined by g(Hv) =f(U) (these terms are defined in [ô]) and conclude

that X is paracompact by [3, Theorem 1.1, p. 309]. It is easy to see

that 3C is a cover of X since (R is well-framed. It remains to show that

3C is cushioned in TJ. Let 3C'C3C, and suppose x^Ug(X'). Let Ux be

an (R-smallest element of 11 containing x. Clearly Ux is an open neigh-

borhood of x missing Hxj for all U^UX such that Ux(ñU. Further,

11'= {t/Gli: U<RUX and HuESC'} has an 61-upper bound. Hence

cl(Ull')CU/(1l')CUg(3C') because 11 is framed in V. Therefore, there

exists an open neighborhood N of x missing cl(Ull'). Finally, if U is

not (R-related to Ux, then Ui~\ Ux = 0 since (R is a framing of 11. Thus,

UXC\N is an open neighborhood of x missing U3C', and we have

cl(UOC') CUg(3C'). This completes the proof.

Lemma 2. Let cU.bea cover of a set X, and let ^ be a transitive relation

which is a framing of clt. Then there exists a well-framed relation (R on

1150 that every subset of 11 with an Si-upper bound has a ^ -upper bound.

Proof.2 Let ^* be a well-order on an index set for 11 such that

11= {i/o, Ux, ■ • • , Ua, ■ ■ ■ :a<*i¡}. LetA[a] = {UEW.Ug Ua] iar

all a<*7). Well-order A[0] in any manner and denote the well-order

by ^ ^o- Suppose a reflexive and antisymmetric relation g ííp has

been defined on U {A[7]:7^*/3} for all ß<*a in such a way

that ^ ^/s is an extension of ^ ^« whenever 5g*/3. Put A'[a]

=A[a]—U {A[/3]:/3<*a} ; well-order A'[a] and denote the order by

;£„. Alsodefine U£aU'ii U'EA'[a] and UEA [a]C\((J {A [ß] :ß< *a}).

Let ÍS,, be the relation on U {A[j3]:/35| *a} generated by

{ ̂  i=ß'-ß<*a} and ^a. Finally, let (R be the reflexive and antisym-

metric relation generated by { ̂  ^ a : a < *r¡}.

First we shall show that (R is a framing of 11. If U, f/'GH- and

UnU'^0, then either f/g U' or U'£U since ^ is a framing of 11.

2 The authors would like to thank E. Michael for some helpful suggestions concern-

ing this result.
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Suppose that U^ U'. Let «o be the first index such that U'EA[a0].

Since = is transitive, we have UEA[ato], and thus by the definition

of (ft we know U'<RU or U&U'.

Next we show that if It has an (ft-upper bound, then It has a

=-upper bound. To do this we first note that if t/(fti/', then for the

first index a such that U, U'EV {A[ß]:ß^*a} we have U£ = „t/',

U'EA'[a], and UEA[a]. To see this, let y be the first index such

that í/= úyU'. Since = ^7 is a relation on U {A[6]:/3^*7} we know

a£>*y. If a<*y, then U, U%A'[y] so U, U' are not related by ¿7.

By the definition of á á?. we must have t/ = ¡sßU' for some /3<*y,

but this contradicts the definition of y. Thus, a=y, and U^¡ ^aU'.

Further, not both of U and U' are in U {A [ß] :ß< *5} for any 5 < *a,

so Z7 and U' are not related by = gj for any ô<*a. Thus, U¿aU',

from which it follows that i7'EA'[a] and £7EA[a]. Now suppose It'

is a subcollection of 11 which has an (ft-upper bound. Let U' be an

(ft-upper bound of It'. Let a0 be the first index such that U'EA[a0].

We now show that It' has Ua„ for =-upper bound. Let UE'VL' and let

«i be the first index such that £7EA[o:i]. If aiS*a0, then a0 is the

first index such that U, U'EU {A[ß]:ß^*a0}. Hence U<RU' implies

U, U'EA[a>o] as noted above. In particular U^ Uao by definition of

A[a0]. If «o<*ai then ai is the first index such that U, U'

GU{A[/3]:/3 = *aij. Hence U(RU' implies U'EA'[cti], but this con-

tradicts the fact that U'EA[a0].

Finally we show that every nonempty subset It' of 11 has an

(ft-smallest element. Let a be the first index such that 1l'f\A [a ] ¿¿ 0.

Then 1l'f^A[a]CA'[a!]. Since (A'[a], ^a) is a well-ordered subset of

It, there exists a ^„-first element of It'f^A [a] which is an (ft-smallest

element of It'. Thus (ft is well-framed, and this completes the proof.

Proof of Theorem 1. We need only prove the sufficiency. Let 11

be an open cover of X, and let W be an open elastic refinement of It.

By Lemma 2, it is easy to see that there is a well-framed relation on

W, and that W is well-framed in It. Hence X is paracompact by

Lemma 1.

3. Elastic spaces. According to J. G. Ceder [2], a collection P of

ordered pairs P = (Pi, P2) of subsets of a space X is called a pair base

for X provided that Pi is open for all PEP and that for every xEX

and for every open set U containing x, there exists a PEP such that

XEP1EP2EU. Further, he called a ZY-space an Af3-space (renamed

stratifiable space by C. J. R. Borges [l ]) provided it has a «r-cushioned

pair base P. A pair base P is said to be a-cushioned provided P
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= U^,! Pn, and for every n and every P„' CF„ we have

cl(U{F1:FGFI,'})CU{F2:FGFn'}.

Definition 3. A pair base P for a space X is said to be an elastic

base if there is a framing of Fi= {Pi:F = (Pi, P2)EP} such that Pi

is elastic in P2= {P2:P = (Px, P2)EP} with respect to the map

/(Fi) =P2. A Fi-space with an elastic base is called an elastic space.

Theorem 2. Every subspace of an elastic space is an elastic space.

Every metrizable space, and more generally every stratifiable space, is

an elastic space. Every elastic space is paracompact.

Proof. The first statement is obvious. Let X be a stratifiable space

with a o--cushioned pair base P = U£,1P„. We may assume that

{Pn'.n = l, 2, ■ ■ • } is a partition of P. Let an be a well-order on Pn

for each n, and define a well-order 5¡ on F as follows: For F, P'EP

we say P^P' if and only if either (1) P, P' are in the same Pn and

P^nP', or (2) FGF„, P'EPm, and n<m. Then P obviously is an

elastic base. Since an elastic space is regular, it follows from Theorem

1 that every elastic space is paracompact.

Example. (An elastic space which is not a stratifiable space.) Let

X = [0, ß] be the set of ordinals less than or equal to the first uncount-

able ordinal. Let the topology on X be the weakest topology stronger

than the order topology for which every point is isolated except ß.

Construct an elastic base for X as follows. Let Ua — (a, ß] for all

a<ß, and let F'= {(£/«, Ua):aE[0, ß)} and order P' by the usual

order on the index set [0, ß). Let Wa= {a} for all a<ß, and let

P" = {(Wa, Wa) :aE [0, ß)} and order P" by the usual order on the

index set [0, ß). Finally, set P = P"UP" and order P so that every

element of P' precedes every element of P". Then P is an elastic base

for X, so X is an elastic space. Clearly, X is not stratifiable because

the closed set {ß} is not a G¡ in X (see [2, Theorem 2.2, p. 106]).

Conjecture.3 Every closed continuous image of an elastic space is

an elastic space.
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